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personal flowers
Wedding Bouquet $150
Our classic, stand-out bouquet. 

Luxe Wedding Bouquet $180
Our extra large, dramatic bouquet for those who want to make a statement.

Attendant Bouquet $95
A more petite bouquet to compliment the wedding bouquet. 

Posy $50
A miniature bouquet perfect for flower girls, moms, grandmothers, or other special
attendees. 

Wrist Corsage $30
A bracelet-style floral accent.

Boutonniere $20
A floral accent pinned to the lapel.

Flower Crown $75
A garland-style flower crown, tied with a ribbon.

Children’s Flower Crown $55
A small version of our classic flower crown.

Hair Flowers $15-30
Loose stems for adorning hair.



Round Table Centerpiece $75
A lush, garden style floral arrangement perfect for large or round tables.

Long Table Centerpiece $90
A centerpiece style for long tables. Arranged in 12" long rectangular vessels.

Bud Vase $10
A small vase containing just a few stems. A great lower-cost option that makes an
impact. Group them together, or disperse throughout the reception. 

Focal Arrangements $150, $200, or $250
Large statement pieces perfect for an entryway table, framing the aisle, adorning
a stage, or on an archway. Choose from three price points, each increasing in
height and fullness. 

Accent Arrangement $50
Smaller than a centerpiece arrangement, but fuller than a bud vase. Great for
decorating a bar-top, a guestbook table, etc.

Cake Flowers $15-$30
Loose stems for decorating your cake. All of the flowers we select are safe to touch
food. 

Edible Flowers $20 per box
Depending on what is in season, we may have edible blooms available. These can
be used as a beautiful, safe-to-eat garnish for dishes and cocktails.

Dried Flower Confetti $20 per box
A mixed bag of colorful dried petals for scattering down the aisle or across the
tables.

ceremony & reception flowers



White and cream tones with a splash of pinky peach — a classic wedding palette

peaches & cream palette



calm & cool palette

Sophisticated cool tones to compliment your something blue



sunny meadow palette

A light, fresh rainbow inspired by a spring meadow



vibrant summer palette

A joyful explosion of color — no blooms off limits!



deep autumn palette

Deep, moody tones and classic late summer/autumn blooms for a seasonal celebration



custom palette
Don’t see your dream bouquet in our pre-set color palettes? 

We are happy to assist you in building a one-of-a-kind wedding palette
with what we have available on our farm at the time of your event. 

Please reach out to learn more about this offer.



Sparrowhawk Farm
200 Higbee Rd. 

Charlotte, VT 05445
events@sparrowhawkfarmvt.com


